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Abstract – Software flexibility has been viewed as one of the software quality determinant factors apart from usability, reliability and maintainability. Software expected to achieve high level of flexibility in order to comply with current dynamic nature of user requirement. However, there is no effort on systematically collect, review and synthesize article that relate to this topic. This trigger a need for a systematic literature review whereby it covers software flexibility concept in the context of software quality assessment and various perspective of quantifying it. Literature search related to software quality and flexibility reveal 360 papers, and after further reading, 29 articles identified as primary paper. Traceability metrics and mind map used to locate the current research and resolved problem in the field of software flexibility. Information regarding software flexibility measurement in assessing software quality also been extracted through literature review. This paper serves as tool for software developer to anticipate the available software flexibility measurement method and tools in the process of assessing software quality.
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I. Introduction

Software quality is one of the knowledge areas in Software Engineering body of knowledge that got a wide attention among software development industries nowadays. Due to increasing complexity of software requirement, software quality becomes a crucial thing to evaluate which motivate researcher to produce software quality models. Software quality assessment model define as analytical models that provide quantitative assessment of selected quality characteristic or sub-characteristic based on measurement data form software projects [1]. Software quality models play important role in assessing software quality from various perspectives. Most of the software quality models are created based on software quality determinant factors. Among the listed quality factors, there are number of quality factors which overlapping across the model. This indicates the importance of the characteristic in determining the software quality. Even though, each software quality models using different terms to describe the quality characteristics, it’s do refer to same characteristics. These review aim to investigate the usage of flexibility and its affiliated terms in assessing software quality. The various definition and understanding of flexibility covered in background and motivation section. Meanwhile, research methodology section outlines the searching strategy and ways to conduct systematic literature review. The outcome of the systematic literature review presented in traceability matrix format in results and discussion section.

II. Background and Motivation

Flexibility is one of quality determinant factors as specified in the McCall quality model which is grouped under product revision perspective [1]. Bug fixes and complies with newly added requirement are among the reasons for a software to be released by versions. Versions control is also influenced by the flexibility of software. According to IEEE standard glossary, flexibility means “the ease with which a system or component can be modified for use in applications or environments other than those for which it was specifically designed” [2]. The word flexibility also referring to ability to modify the section/part that needs to be changed while the unchanged sections being remained [3]. Software flexibility can be referred in two perspectives; Software process flexibility and software product flexibility. Software process flexibility involve from the requirement phase throughout to implementation phase always need to adhere to the environment/business process changes. Software process flexibility becomes a mediator between software process standardization and project performance [4]. Meanwhile software product flexibility can be achieved by designing software that able to change from one state to another state. Software product flexibility always refers to requirements modification and software internal structure changes. There are wide varieties of affiliated terms associated with flexibility in software measurement and information system terminologies [5]. Even though the terms refer to
software measurement, this terms also closely related to software quality assessment as well. Portability, extensibility, extendibility, adaptability are among the terms that identified by author that considered as affiliated terms of flexibility. Affiliated terms of flexibility help in refining the results for our literature search strategies. Different author refer to flexibility in different terms which give same meaning.

### III. Research Method

The method used to conduct this systematic literature review based on the approach proposed by Barbara Kitchenham in their article title systematic literature review in software engineering [6]. There are few steps proposed by author in this article that manage the literature in systematic manner to facilitate the finding of the most relevant information in the field of research. Steps to conduct systematic literature review including developing reviewing protocol, identification and selection of primary studies, data extraction and lastly reporting the results. The reported result is the main activity that leads to the knowledge gap tracking. Knowledge gap is important in research to identify the researchable problem. Research always starts with a problem and questions. Software flexibility research relies on the following research questions that need to be answered during the literature review process.

Q1: What are the inter relation between available software quality models and what are the overlapping characteristic between the software quality models?
Q2: What are the available measurements models on measuring software flexibility?
Q3: Where is the flexibility point relying on software/application?
Q4: Flexibility had been covered by previous research in how many perspective and what are they?

Paper article searching strategy started with finding journal names that relate to software quality assessment and the relation of software flexibility. The identification of Journal name and their associated publisher is the initial step that helps in developing review protocol as mention by Barbara Kitchenham [6]. Article searching strategies become cumbersome as the improper searching strategies reveal many searching results and give difficulties in identifying and selecting primary studies. Adaptability, expendability, extendibility, extensibility and portability have been identified as affiliated terms of flexibility [5]. Searching strategy divided into 2 sections; flexibility and measurement. **Error! Reference source not found.** shows the search terms sections and it’s affiliated terms. Affiliated terms play an important role in locating the paper, as different author using different term but pointing to same meaning. Searching has been conducted in cross section manner. For example adaptability term combined with measurement, metrics and evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I SEARCH TERM USED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Section ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our searching strategies have revealed 360 papers that associated with software flexibility and software quality assessment. There is certain filtration process used in the process of finding the primary paper. **Error! Reference source not found.** shows the stage by stage filtration process that help in displaying primary result that closely related to software flexibility measurement towards achieving software quality assessment. As an initial stage article searched by keyword in a cross section manner using available electronic databases such as IEEE, ACM, Wiley and etc. 360 articles have been identified using these searching strategies which later refined by article publication year. Article which is published in latest 5 years used to locate the latest finding on the field of research. Search result displayed 100 articles from various journals and conference proceeding which then refine to dedicated journal and conference proceeding as stated in Table 1. First level reading has been conducted in order to obtain primary article that reflects the idea of software flexibility measurement in measuring the software quality assessment.

![Fig. 1. Primary paper filtration process flowchart](image_url)

### IV. Result and Discussion

Twenty nine primary articles or also known as anchor papers used in identifying the knowledge gap in software quality assessment. The result of reading represented in two illustration format; mind map and traceability matrix. Both representation help in identifying the area of research discussed in the paper. Based on literature review, roadmap as illustrated in **Error! Reference source not found.**
source not found. produced which consist of area that related to software flexibility. The area includes the discussion or interested area on software flexibility process, measurement method, concept and terminology used in software flexibility, management and evaluation assessment method of software flexibility. Anchor papers that identified through filtration process, become the major reference to produce the following roadmap. Due to the author limitation, article filtration activity and reviewing process only involve authors of the paper instead of group of reviewers. Research questions that identified earlier have been answered after the implementation of review process. Interrelation between quality models and their overlapping characteristic been identified by anticipating the meaning of affiliated terms. There is variety of software flexibility models has been identified using traceability matrix. However, the flexibility point that accommodate in the software/application is less discussed by authors. There are 5 perspectives (as shown in Error! Reference source not found.) that related to flexibility measurement in relation with software quality assessment being derived from the literature review activity.

![Fig. 2. Software Flexibility Area](image)

Appendix

Refer to appendix A for traceability metrics on software quality assessment using flexibility
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**Appendix A: Traceability matrix on software quality assessment using software flexibility**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
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<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process Model</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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<tr>
<td>Measurement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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<tr>
<td>Measurement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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<td></td>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation /</td>
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<td>Assessment</td>
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<tr>
<td>concept</td>
<td></td>
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